
Join us to fine-tune and upgrade your cartwheel, roundoff, and back handspring skills! Focus on your power
and  balance to improve your tumbling basics, roundoff back handsprings, beam upgrades and series

connections, Vault variations, and fun cartwheel variations to express your inner tumbler!

Week 1: June 10 - 14 - Cartwheels & Roundoffs
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Week 2: June 17 - 21 — Bars, Bars, Bars

Week 3: June 24 - 28 — Power Development & Parkour

NO CAMP July 1 - 5

Week 4: July 8 - 12 — Balance Beam Queens & kings

Week 5: July 15 - 19 — Rolls, Handsprings, Flips, & Aerials

Week 6: July 22 - 26 — Dance, Flexibility, & Acros

Week 7: July 29 - Aug 2 — Olympic Week!

Improve your swings and comfort on the Uneven Bars! Strengthening their skills and gripping abilities,
campers will work on their strength holds, pullovers, casts, circling skills, and dismounts, and more–with

opportunities to learn how to use the strap bar and high bar. Swing into summer with this exciting week! 
Bringing a pair of your own wristbands is recommended.

Learn to run and punch with power! 
Great to develop more muscle and strength with focus on legwork, jumping and landing techniques, and
acquire some explosive skills! Beginners will focus on their coordination and agility, with experienced

campers working on increasing running, punching, and vaulting abilities.

HAPPY 4th of July!

Explore the dynamics of your balance and abilities! This beam focused week will challenge participants in
their overall balance and stability, utilizing mats and stations that help to elevate their confidence. From

basic walks and kicks, activities like tightrope and block balances, dance jumps and turns, and even upside
down skills, children of all ages will reign supreme on the beam!

Participants will enhance their agility and spatial awareness during our Rolls, Handsprings. Flips, and
Aerials week. Learn and refine beginner level rolls, front and back handsprings, and flips with no hands –

 perfect for beginners and advanced gymnasts alike!

This is the perfect opportunity to work extra hard on improving your flexibility and mobility! Become a well-
rounded athlete and explore techniques and exercises from ballet, cheer stunts, and modern dance to work
on their relevé (tippy toe!), toepoint, turns, jumps, kicks, leaps, acrobatic skills, and more! Fine-tuning these

fundamentals make a great difference in overall gymnastic performance!

Get the All-Around experience as we sync with the 2024 Summer Olympic games! Participants will get the
opportunity to practice all 4 gymnastics apparatuses plus trampoline and more! Quiet activity time and live

streaming of the Summer Olympic games to inspire and enthrall youngsters in the world of athletics and
ample time to try out fun activities in the gym.

Monday - Friday 9:00am - 3:00pm Ages 5 - 15


